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We demonstrate electrically pumped, heterogeneously integrated lasers on thin-film lithium niobate, featuring electro-optic wavelength tunability. © 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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Lithium niobate (LN) has long been the material of choice in tele- and datacom settings for fast modulation due to its attractive electro-optic (EO) properties. However, until recently, it suffered from a lack of high-density scaling possibilities in comparison with the silicon and silicon nitride photonic platforms. Despite early attempts to address this [1], realizing both strong optical confinement and low losses simultaneously seemed out of reach in LN. In addition, while silicon and silicon nitride photonics have quickly gained scientific prominence as well as a commercial foothold, these platforms are held back by the lack of a strong second-order nonlinearity. Carrier-based modulators in silicon are indeed reaching physical performance limits [2].

The recent availability of thin-film LN (TFLN) has triggered a renewed interest in this material system, which now boasts low propagation losses, and a rapid development towards (150 mm) wafer-scale processing [3]. The TFLN platform is the result of a consistent push towards stronger confinement of the optical mode to make devices smaller and boost the efficiency of EO and all-optical interactions. Nowadays, state-of-the-art modulators with bandwidths exceeding 100 GHz are based on TFLN [4].

Light generation using optically pumped erbium-doped LN has been demonstrated previously [5], but electrically injected light sources and detectors were still missing on this platform. The heterogeneous integration of III/V gain materials on TFLN has been anticipated to fill this gap [3], and is now demonstrated in this work. Electrically injected III/V materials can offer a high gain per unit length, aiding dense integration. In addition, lasers integrated on TFLN can profit from the Pockels effect for the generation of EO-tunable frequency combs [6], to generate visible or mid-infrared light from a 1550 nm pump, or to achieve pure and fast frequency tuning for, e.g., frequency-modulated continuous-wave LiDAR. Apart from being orders of magnitude faster, EO wavelength tuning also consumes significantly less power than the heaters commonly used for wavelength tuning on silicon or silicon nitride.

We developed a back-end compatible process to heterogeneously integrate III/V amplifiers onto LN waveguides. We present the first demonstration of gain, lasing, and EO wavelength tuning on this platform. A schematic drawing of the different cross sections in the platform is shown in Fig. 1(a). The starting point is a sample with 500 nm x-cut LN on top of a sapphire substrate [7]. Rib waveguides are defined using electron-beam lithography and argon milling. Metal electrodes are added on the partially etched LN layer to allow for EO phase shifting. Finally, a 1.3 µm thick silicon oxide top cladding is deposited on the sample. Around the transfer-printing site, a local recess is etched into the top cladding down to the LN waveguide layer, ensuring that the propagation losses in the rest of the circuit are not compromised. A 400 nm
Fig. 2. (a) Gain bandwidth of the III/V-on-LN amplifier. (b) Gain saturation versus bias current. (c) Gain compression versus on-chip input power, linear scale. (d) LI curves of the ring laser at different temperatures. (e) Coarse wavelength tuning. (f) Fine wavelength tuning.

Three types of first-generation devices have been fabricated: optical amplifiers, multimode ring lasers, and single-mode tunable lasers. Schematic drawings of the laser designs are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(f). The ring laser simply connects the outputs of the amplifier, with a directional coupler extracting 10% of the circulating power each round trip. The single-mode tunable laser features an electro-optically tunable ring resonator mirror on either side of the amplifier, and an EO phase tuning section for the fine-tuning of the round trip phase. The electrodes in the rings are 324 µm long. Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the characterization of the III/V-on-LN amplifier. From the fitted curves, a maximal gain of 324 dBm is obtained at 1537 nm for a bias current of 180 mA. The highest recorded output power of the single-mode laser is 0.77 mW. Fundamental linewidths below 1.5 MHz have been measured at several operating points by heterodyning with an external laser.

We have demonstrated the first electrically pumped amplifiers and lasers integrated on a TFLN platform. The integration process of the amplifier was done entirely in the back end. The combination of electrically pumped optical gain and a strong second-order nonlinear susceptibility on a single chip facilitates the development of fully integrated devices for microwave photonics, integrated quantum photonics, and nonlinear optics.
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